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This whitepaper outlines the key features, use cases,

and technical details of the ABG token, along with

its team composition, roadmap and tokenomics. 

We're introducing the ABITCOINGOLD (ABG), a

unique project that combines the best parts of

regular systems and new blockchain systems. Our

goal is to connect these two worlds smoothly, giving

you the benefits of both: strong security, the ability

to handle a lot of things, and clear and honest

transactions. In this whitepaper, we'll explain our

plan for a future where the freedom of blockchain

and the trustworthiness of regular systems work

together, opening up lots of new possibilities for

businesses and people around the world. 

INTRODUCTION
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Founded in 2021, ABITCOINGOLD (ABG) is a

cryptocurrency that provides practical services to

users globally by bridging decentralized and

centralized systems. ABG operates similarly to Bitcoin,

an asset that can be securely stored, widely accepted,

and recognized as valuable by society.

ABG presents clear and practical utility in its mission

to disrupt and enhance existing industries and

processes within the crypto space. With a highly

limited supply of 9 million tokens , it not only preserves

value and scarcity but also has the potential for long-

term price appreciation. This fosters confidence in its

sustainability, enabling users and investors to make

informed decisions about ABG's future value and

supply dynamics.

The ABG team holds the view that scarcity can

incentivize individuals to hold and invest, thereby

offering advantages to long-term holders. Additionally,

this scarcity might play a role in enhancing economic

stability by mitigating the potential for rapid currency

devaluation or collapse. ABG token strives to reach its

initial target market price of $25 per token.
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ABOUT ABITCOINGOLD



Network Integration: Integrating the Polygon network

as an additional option for ABG users offers enhanced

transaction speed, lower fees, and an improved overall

user experience. With Polygon's scalability, low

transaction costs, and compatibility with Ethereum,

ABG users gain flexibility and accessibility, allowing

them to choose the network that best aligns with their

preferences and requirements.
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To enhance transaction efficiency and offer users more

options, the ABG team has strategically decided to
bridge 50% of the total supply to the Polygon
Network. This bridging aims to strengthen and

optimize the ABITCOINGOLD ecosystem while offering

you the flexibility to choose your preferred network.



Using cross-chain technology, ABG employs a bridge to
facilitate interactions with other blockchain networks.  
ABITCOINGOLD potentially provides users with the
flexibility to choose networks with lower transaction
fees. The competition among blockchains for lower fees
can benefit the community by offering more cost-
effective options for their transactions. Additionally, it
can contribute to the overall network efficiency and
scalability of the project.

How does ABG work?
ABITCOINGOLD provides a secure and transparent
platform for digital transactions, utilizing a hybrid
system that blends elements of both centralized and
decentralized systems. This approach leverages
blockchain technology alongside the conventional
banking system, with the aim of ensuring the integrity
and security of the financial ecosystem, all while
adhering to specific standards. ABG's method of
connecting decentralized and centralized systems
involves the provision of ABG ATM Machines and ABG
ATM cards across eight different countries. 
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We envision a future with ABITCOINGOLD where the

strengths of centralized and decentralized systems

unite, creating a seamless and inclusive digital

landscape. Our vision is to ensure security and

transparency while fostering innovation and making

practical financial services accessible to everyone

through ABITCOINGOLD. We anticipate a future where

the distinctions between these systems blur, ushering

in a more efficient, cost-effective, and reliable global

ecosystem. Our mission is to lead this transformation,

reshaping the world of technology and finance on a

global scale with the impact of ABITCOINGOLD,

ultimately benefiting individuals and businesses alike.

Our mission is to seamlessly blend the reliability of

centralized systems with the innovation of

decentralized technology. We envision a future where

security, efficiency, and transparency coexist, offering

users the best of both worlds. This bridge will unlock

new possibilities, reduce costs, and make financial

services more accessible, ultimately reshaping the

future of technology and finance.

MISSION

VISION



ABITCOINGOLD is driven by a team of individuals who

are perfectly aligned with the project's vision and

goals. Our hardworking team members are

continuously striving for improvement, research,

ensuring that ABG remains an exceptional project in

the crypto space. ABG is supported by a team of

committed individuals who are united by a common

vision and objective: to create an outstanding project

through ongoing enhancement, security, and bringing

the best to help you experience an amazingly modern

and advanced life.
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OUR TEAM



1. Mobile App: Our intuitive mobile application offers

effortless access to the full range of services offered

within the ABG ecosystem. Featuring an integrated

cryptocurrency wallet, users can easily handle bill

payments, acquire mobile credits, engage in online

shopping, convert FIAT currency to cryptocurrencies,

and conduct cryptocurrency transfers. The inclusion of

an advanced AI system within the app guarantees a

smooth and user-friendly experience, and it will be

accessible on both Android and iOS.

a. Secure Authentication: ABG team will Implement a

strong and reliable authentication methods, such as

password-based login, biometric authentication

(fingerprint or facial recognition), and two-factor

authentication (2FA), to ensure that only authorized

users can access the ABG mobile app.

b.  Secure Data Storage: ABG mobile app has a feature

to store user data securely by using secure databases

and implementing proper access controls. We consider

using techniques like encryption and tokenization to

protect sensitive information like user credentials and

personal data.
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OUR SERVICES

MOBILE APP FEATURES



d. Regular Security Audits: We will conduct regular

security audits and penetration testing to identify and

address any vulnerabilities or weaknesses in the app's

security infrastructure.
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c. Secure Payment Integration:  In the ABG mobile

app, we employ encryption techniques, authentication

processes, and security protocols to prevent malicious

actors from intercepting or tampering with payment

data during transmission or storage. This ensures

robust security for customer data and trustworthy

payment processing.



With a built-in crypto wallet, users can conveniently

pay bills, purchase mobile loads, online shopping,

convert FIAT to cryptocurrency and send or transfer

cryptocurrencies. 

The advanced AI system integrated into the app

ensures a seamless user experience. 

By linking their ABG wallet to the ABG ATM card,

users can access their crypto assets and utilize

them for various transactions.

F ast Transaction: Experience lightning-fast

transactions with our mobile app. Our cutting-edge

technology and optimized processes ensure that

your transactions are executed swiftly and

seamlessly.

With just a few taps, you can easily convert your

ABG to fiat currency and into the crypto of your

choice, opening up a world of possibilities in the

digital asset space.

Every time you make any transaction using your

ATM card linked to the ABG mobile app, you will

receive a real-time notification on your mobile

device.
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MOBILE APP ADVANTAGES



ABG ATM Notifications

Whenever you successfully withdraw funds using your

ATM card connected to the ABG mobile app, you'll

instantly receive a real-time notification on your

mobile device, ensuring a smooth and secure method

to stay updated on your ATM transactions.

This notification will provide you with essential details

about your transaction, including:

Confirmation of a successful withdrawal

Date and time of the transaction

ATM location

Amount withdrawn

Updated account balance

No need to check your account constantly or worry

about unauthorized transactions. With ATM

Withdrawal Notifications, you'll instantly know when a

transaction occurs, helping you stay in control of your

finances. Trust ABG's mobile app for convenience and

security!
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2. Coin Deposit Machine (ABG ATM Machine): We have

developed a state-of-the-art Coin Deposit Machine,

also known as the ABG ATM Machine, as a vital tool to

connect the banking system of the ABG project. This

innovative device allows users to both withdraw and

deposit cryptocurrencies with ease. Whether you're

looking to convert your crypto into traditional

currency, securely deposit funds into your

cryptocurrency wallet, or engage in any other

cryptocurrency-related transactions, our ABG ATM

Machine is the perfect solution.

The ABG ATM machine will provide a receipt as proof

of your transaction.
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ABG functions as a bridge between decentralized

and centralized systems, and ATM machines play a

key role in bridging the gap between the crypto

world and traditional financial systems. These

machines enable users to effortlessly transform

their digital assets into fiat currency, streamlining

the transition from the decentralized

cryptocurrency sphere to the more conventional

economy.
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24/7 Availability: ABG ATM Machine operates

around the clock, providing users with the flexibility

to withdraw and convert their cryptocurrency at any

time, including weekends and holidays. The

accessibility of ABG ATM Machine is especially

beneficial for individuals who require immediate

access to funds.

Flexibility: ABG ATM Machine supports multiple

cryptocurrencies such as BNB, USDT, ETH, and ABG

token, allowing users to withdraw and convert

various digital assets into fiat. This flexibility

accommodates a wide range of users with diverse

cryptocurrency holdings.

Accessibility: ATM machines provide a convenient

and easily accessible means for individuals to

convert their cryptocurrency holdings into fiat

currency. They are often located in public spaces,

making them readily available for use.

ATM MACHINE
ADVANTAGES



ABG ATM Machine
will be available in:

 Australia1.

 Singapore2.

 Vietnam3.

 Philippines4.

 Thailand5.

 Malaysia6.

 Dubai7.

 Switzerland8.
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Instantaneous Transactions: ABG ATM machine

enable quick and seamless transactions. Users can

withdraw their cryptocurrency and receive fiat

currency instantly, eliminating the need for lengthy

waiting periods or additional verification processes.

Privacy: ABG ATM Machine offer a certain level of

privacy for users who value discretion. By using the

ABG ATM, individuals can convert their

cryptocurrency to fiat without the need to disclose

personal information or go through extensive

identity verification processes.
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3. ABG ATM Card: Our ABG ATM Card functions as a

versatile financial tool for ABG users. By linking their

ABG ATM card to the ABG mobile app, users can

access their crypto assets and utilize them for various

transactions. With the ABG ATM Card, you can make

purchases at supported merchants, withdraw cash from

ATMs, and enjoy the convenience of a traditional debit

card while seamlessly integrating with the crypto

world.

Convenience: ABG ATM card combines the

convenience of traditional payment cards with the

flexibility of cryptocurrencies. It allows users to

easily access their digital assets and use them for

everyday transactions, just like a regular debit or

credit card.
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Seamless Integration: ABG ATM cards are typically

linked to the ABG Mobile App wallet, allowing users

for seamless integration between the card and their

digital assets. This means that users can easily

manage and access their cryptocurrencies through a

familiar payment card interface.

Integration with ABG Ecosystem: Users may benefit

from integration with the broader ABG ecosystem,

which can include additional services, partnerships,

and rewards programs.

Security: ABG ATM cards offer robust security

features, such as PIN codes and encryption, to

protect users' funds and transactions.

Global Acceptance: ABG ATM cards may be

accepted at a wide range of ATMs and merchants

globally, enhancing their utility for international

travelers and users.



LOCKED SUPPLY

TEAM

LIQUIDITY

REWARDS

MARKETING

COLLABORATION

CHARITY

DEVELOPMENT

2.5 million (27.78%) ABG tokens are

locked for 10 years . 0.5% will be

unlocked every year.

10% of the total supply (900,000 ABG

tokens) to the team for their efforts

and contributions.

20.87% of the total supply (1,878,300

ABG) tokens tokens) to liquidity.

Allocating a portion of the token supply

to liquidity helps ensure healthy market

liquidity. 

15.65% of the total supply (1,408,500

ABG tokens) for rewards.To incentivize

various activities within the ecosystem.

10.43% of the total supply (938, 700

ABG tokens) for marketing efforts.

Allocating tokens for marketing

purposes helps promote the project

and increase awareness. 

5.22% of the total supply (469,800

ABG tokens) for collaboration

purposes. Allocating tokens for

collaborations and partnerships helps

foster growth and innovation. 

27.78%
1.04% of the total supply (93,600 ABG

tokens) for charitable initiatives.

9.01% (810,900 ABG tokens) This

remaining supply can be used for

various purposes such as future

development, partnerships, or

community initiatives.
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TOKEN ALLOCATION

10%

20.87%

15.65% 5.22%

10.43%

9.01%

1.04%



Locked Supply

Liquidity

Team

Rewards

Marketing

Collaboration

Charity

Development

27.78%

20.87%

10%

15.65%

10.43%

5.22%

1.04%

9.01%

Please note the specific allocation percentages provided
above are based on the project's specific goals and
requirements.
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Token Name: ABITCOINGOLD COIN
Ticker: ABG
Decimal: 8
Total Supply: 9 Million
Main Network: Binance Smart Chain (BSC) 

BSC Contract Address:
0xDb2Ed8A8E53e9d0e91C65fED1DfE2edc35C3bdAa
BSC Network currently supply: 4.5 Million ABG

50% of the total supply is migrated to Polygon Network 
Polygon Contract Address:
0xeEc7f90224df80CAa20E1c98158ede080A7EC4E9
Polygon Network current supply: 4.5 Million ABG

Our roadmap outlines the strategic plan and key
milestones for ABG's journey ahead. It is a dynamic guide
that charts our progress and sets the direction for our
project's development. Through careful planning and
execution, we aim to achieve significant milestones that
propel us towards our vision. The roadmap encompasses
various phases, including product development, community
expansion, strategic partnerships, and market penetration.
By following our roadmap, we ensure transparency and
provide our community with a clear timeline of our
objectives, fostering trust and confidence in our project's
growth and success.

ABG TOKEN DETAILS

OUR DOADMAP



PHASE 4
 Mobile App New Features1.

 Mobile App More Features1.

2. Partnership and Collaboration

3. Marketing Online / Offline

Community Event

Enabling users to make online
purchases through our platform's
partner merchants,

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 5

Mobile App Development
Community Building
Collaboration / Partnership
Marketing Online / Offline

PHASE 1

Mobile App Testing

AMA
Collaboration / Partnership
Marketing Online / Offline

ABG ATM Machine Testing

ABG Mobile App Update
Allowing users to link ABG ATM to the Mobile App

Marketing Online / Offline
ABG ATM Machine Installation
ABG ATM Card Launch

ABG Token at  $8 per token

Enabling users to buy load in the
Mobile App
Enabling users to pay bills

2. New DEX / CEX Listing

Official Listing on CMC and Coingecko

3. Marketing Online / Offline

4. AMA with the ABG CEOEnabling users to Trade with other
cryptocurrencies

Trade with BNB, USDT and ABG in
the ABG Mobile App

Enabling users to Stake ABG

Referral System
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Unlocking 0.5% of the supply



What does ABG have to offer?

ABG offers enduring stability, depth, and a lasting

impact. It facilitates comprehensive problem-solving

and innovation, leading to superior results and

substantial growth potential. ABG initiatives encourage

the development of expertise, collaboration, and

resource efficiency, bolstering an organization's

reputation and adaptability. Over time, we present

opportunities to glean insights from errors, establish a

legacy, and construct sustainable value. This makes it a

strategic preference for individuals aiming for enduring

success.

No Investment

No Lending

No Staking

No Scam

No Fundraising
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The contents of this whitepaper are intended for

informational purposes only and should not be

considered as financial or investment advice. The

information provided herein is based on the current

knowledge and understanding of the ABG project and

its team, and it may be subject to change without prior

notice.

By accessing and reading this whitepaper, you

acknowledge and agree to the terms of this disclaimer.

If you do not agree with these terms, you should refrain

from using the information provided in this document.

Please consult legal, financial, and tax professionals for

personalized advice regarding your specific situation

and objectives.
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DISCLAIMER


